Abstract-Laser wakefield acceleration (LWFA) is a promising method for reducing the cost and size of the state of the art and industrial accelerators. In the recent AE71 experimental campaign at the Brookhaven National Laboratory, a long (4 ps) powerful (300 GW) CO2 laser pulse was sent into a hydrogen gas to produce plasma wakefields. We analyzed the evolution of the laser numerically and found three distinct regions: where the laser self-modulates, where it is transversely disrupted, and where it self-channels. The laser disruption process is similar to the hosing instability that occurs in particle-beam-driven plasma wakefield accelerators. Although hosing instability has been well studied for particle-driven acceleration, the similar instability for long laser pulses has not been clearly explained, and a technique to prevent it is still lacking. Our numerical simulations were done with Particle-In-Cell code OSIRIS. Here we show the impact that plasma ionization and laser focal position have on the interaction of the laser with the plasma in the three distinct regions.
I. PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATORS
Accelerators play a unique role in scientific research, especially at the high energy frontier. As accelerator technology developed, particle beams reached higher energies and smaller subatomic structures, from nuclei to quark, were studied. The radio-frequency cavities used in standard accelerators suffer breakdown when the electric field exceeds 100 MV/m. Thus, reaching higher beam energies requires longer accelerating structures and higher costs. A promising alternative is to use the plasma wakefield acceleration (PWFA) technique to build compact devices with fields reaching 50 GV/m [1] .
The standard configuration PWFA operates in the nonlinear blowout regime [2] . In such a regime, the laser (or particle beam) is short and its ponderomotive force (or beam space charge fields) pushes the plasma electrons radially away from the laser (beam) propagation axis. The heavier plasma ions remain immobile on this time scale. Behind the pulse (beam), the ions lead to a restoring force attracting electrons back to the axis, forming a spherical-like bubble. The electrons cross the axis in a tight spot, driving subsequent bubbles.
The CO 2 laser setup of the Accelerator Test Facility (ATF) at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) is ideal to study laser driven plasma wakefield acceleration (LWFA) at λ 0 = 10.6 µm wavelength. Currently, a long (4 ps), intense (300 GW) CO 2 laser pulse is available at ATF for LWFA experiments. In the recent AE71 experimental run, we focused the laser at different distances in a hydrogen gas jet. A lowenergy (1 mJ) laser probe was sent co-linear with the CO 2 laser. The final spectrum of the probe showed significant shifts to the fundamental wavelength when the CO 2 laser was focused close to the entrance of the gas jet.
We did numerical simulations, using the fully relativistic Particle In Cell code OSIRIS [3] , to model the AE71 configuration and study the laser and plasma evolution. In simulations, three distinct types of laser-plasma interactions are observed: the part of the laser that first reaches the plasma (front) selfmodulates [4] . The core of the laser (central) is disrupted transversely. The laser tail (back) self-channels through the plasma [5] . Understanding the laser disruption process is crucial for the use of its full power in an efficient LWFA.
We review the main concepts of hosing instability (similar to the laser disruption) of electron beams in plasma wakefields [6] , [7] , in Section II. We describe the simulation configuration and discuss the laser and plasma electron and ion evolution, in Section III. We show the impact of modeling the ionization of the hydrogen gas, with mobile or immobile plasma ions in the laser fields and final spectra. We also present the final laser spectra for different laser focal positions, in Section IV.
II. REVIEW OF HOSING INSTABILITY IN ELECTRON BEAM
DRIVEN PLASMA WAKEFIELD ACCELERATION Electron beam hosing instability in the nonadiabatic and relativistic PWFA blowout regime was studied in [6] . In the three-dimensional (3D) simulation discussed in [6] , the beam was sent tilted in respect to its own propagation axis. Once in the plasma, its front started to create the first bubble which was slightly longer than the beam. The remainder of the beam propagated inside that bubble. The beam tilt led to a misalignment between each beam (longitudinal) slice's centroid and the bubble axis, set by the beam front. The beam and bubble slices become coupled, as each exerts a force to align the other. The coupled effect results in an unstable growth of the distance between the centroid and the axis and is called the hosing instability. Hosing saturates when the beam slice trespasses the bubble reaching the unperturbed plasma, where there are no restoring forces, and breaking the beam.
Hosing instability and beam-breakup make the resulting PWFA unstable. The mitigation of hosing was investigated in a scenario where the electron beam was longer than multiple plasma bubbles [7] . In that scenario, the beam goes through the self-modulation instability (SMI) [8] . In the SMI linear regime, the long beam excites a linear (sinusoidal) plasma density wave with wavelength of about λ p . Where
is the plasma frequency for a background equilibrium density of n 0 , e and m e are the electron charge and mass and using the speed of light in vacuum c in CGS units. The density wave leads to transverse wakefields that focus and defocus the beam, modulating its envelope. The modulation increases the wakefields amplitude, which feedback to the modulation. Self-modulation saturates when the beam splits into a train of beamlets distanced by about λ p .
In [8] , both the SMI linear and the nonlinear regimes were explored with an initially tilted long beam to study the effects of hosing instability. Due to the tilt, hosing instability competed with self-modulation, being more severe in the nonlinear regime than the linear case. Hosing instability was suppressed by seeding the self-modulation instability, through shrinking the rise time of the front of the beam.
Long laser pulses are also subject to the self-modulation instability [4] through the plasma local index of refraction,
is the normalized vector potential. The instability leads to bunching of the laser, which manifests in frequency shifts of its fundamental frequency, ω 0 = 2πc/λ 0 , into Stokes and antiStokes side-bands, ω ≈ ω 0 ± ω p . In our LWFA setup, laser self-modulation also competed with the hosing-like instability.
III. SIMULATION SETUP AND LASER EVOLUTION
Two-dimensional (2D) Cartesian Particle-In-Cell simulations were conducted with the parameters based on the AE71 experiment. In these simulations, a 300 GW Gaussian (transversely) laser pulse, with a Gaussian-like 5 th order symmetric polynomial profile (longitudinally), was sent into an initially neutral, transversely uniform, hydrogen gas. The laser Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) duration was τ = 4 ps, hence cτ ≈ 0.12 cm, which is about 31λ p (and 68 times the bubble radius [2] ) and suitable for studying self-modulation. The simulation box coverd 0.25 cm (longitudinally) by 0.16 cm (transversely) divided into 24700 × 2700 cells and a moving window (at c) was employed. The resolution was chosen to better resolve the laser wavelength λ 0 = 10.6 µm and spot size W 0 = 20 µm scales, with 105 cells per λ 0 (longitudinally) and 33 cells per W 0 (transversely). The gas was initialized with 2 by 2 macro-particles per cell, representing an ensemble of hydrogen atoms with longitudinal profile consisting of a 0.05 cm density up-ramp section, starting at 0.25 cm, a flat top region with 7.5 × 10 17 cm −3 (λ p = 38.6 µm) of 0.2 cm, and a down ramp with 0.05 cm. The laser propagated for 0.25 cm after leaving the plasma, i.e. in vacuum. The laser was focused at the middle of the plasma up-ramp (z ≈ 0.275 cm). The OSIRIS Ammosov-Delone-Krainov (ADK) tunnel ionization model was used for the hydrogen gas.
The laser evolution can be seen in Fig. 1a -Fig. 1d . This evolution results in three regions: the front part includes the self-modulation portion up to when the nonlinear regime is reached. The central part extends from the front to where the channel is formed. The laser is transversely disrupted in that central part. The back part contains the channel. Fig. 1e -Fig.  1h and Fig. 1i -Fig. 1l show the evolution in time of the hydrogen electron and ion densities, respectively. If the laser pulse was shorter, about 200 fs, it would excite the nonlinear blowout regime. It would not drive perfectly spherical bubbles, because a 0 = 2.1, less than the required value, 4 [2] . In the case of our simulation, the head of the front part, which had low energy, propagated as if it was in vacuum and diffracted away. When the fields became sufficient to ionize the gas, the front part formed the plasma. At such point, a 0 was less than 1 so the laser pondermotive force expelled plasma electrons transversely away, but did not form a completely depleted bubble. The electron density variation was enough for the plasma to act as a focusing optical lens for the laser, when it surpassed the critical power for self-focusing, P c = 17ω
After laser self-focusing, a 0 increased and the laser driven plasma wave reached a quasi-linear regime, which can be seen in the front part of Fig. 1f . The index of refraction in that wave led to laser self-modulation and to the increase of the plasma wakefields amplitude. When the wave reached the nonlinear regime, a nonlinear bubble was formed with irregular and unstable boundaries, resulting from sheath crossing and wavebreaking. That bubble generated multiple trailing irregular bubbles that were transversely dispersed, which are visible in the central part of Fig. 1f, and Fig. 1g . The loss of symmetry of those irregular bubbles is what we think triggers the laser hosing-like phenomena. The plasma perturbations became coupled with the laser, through the index of refraction. Again the bubble and laser forces acted to align each other. The distance between the bubbles axis and the laser slices centroids (i.e. average position weighted by laser intensity) oscillated with increasing amplitude. In that way, the hosinglike instability grew in time for each laser slice, as shown in Fig. 1c and Fig. 1d . At a fixed time, the instability also grew along the laser pulse, from the wave-breaking position towards the back of the laser. Laser fields in Fig. 1d show that the portion within z ∈ [0.52, 0.56] cm was split into two streams of beamlets expanding transversely away from the axis. These beamlets were formed and started to oscillate before, as can be seen in Fig. 1b and Fig. 1c . The instability is not noticeable in Fig. 1a because it has not had sufficient time to grow.
The ions move away from the axis in the ponderomotive force of the intense pico-second-long laser pulse. The ion motion formed a low density channel, seen in Fig. 1j , with radius comparable to the laser's focused spot size. Behind the central part, where the laser was disrupted, there are no bubbles. Instead, the electrons produced a low density channel similar to the ions one. The index of refraction of the plasma channel prevented the laser from diffracting away, guiding it through the length of the plasma. This process is called laser self-channeling [5] .
As the laser reached the plasma down-ramp, Fig. 1d , its central part got a fork-like shape and both laser and plasma channel were bent transversely. The plasma ion channel developed multiple transverse filaments that can be seen in Fig. 1l . These formed as a consequence of the hosing-like instability reaching further into the back of the laser at that time. The electrons and ions that escaped the channel downramp followed the channels' bending curvatures. If a longer plasma had been used, the hosing-like instability could have reached and disrupted the laser back completely. This suggests that, in this regime, the hosing-like phenomena can prevent the channel to from and guide the laser. It is, therefore, important to determine the parameters that play a key role in triggering the hosing-like instability in order to mitigate it.
IV. IONIZATION, ION MOTION AND FOCAL POSITION EFFECTS IN THE HOSING-LIKE INSTABILITY
To understand the impact of ion motion in the hosing-like instability, we performed four simulations in which we used the same laser and plasma configuration as in Section III, except for the parameter we were testing in each one.
In the first additional simulation, we treated the ions as a stationary background distribution, instead of a mobile species. This setup could represent the non-realistic scenario of a plasma with infinitely heavy ions, from which the CO 2 pulse released only the outer electrons. The interaction of the laser with the plasma in the front part was similar in this simulation to that of the simulation with mobile ions. This is because in the latter simulation, the mobile ions did not have enough time to move in that part. For that reason, Fig. 2a and Fig. 1d showed similar structures at the front part. The self-channeling effects, however, were weaker when ions remained immobile. The hosing-like instability was more asymmetric so the axis of the fork-like structure was bent towards the negative portion of the transverse direction.
In the second simulation, the plasma was modeled as two pre-ionized species of mobile electrons and ions instead of a neutral gas. In such scenario, all the laser propagated in the plasma, resulting in stronger self-focusing, higher front part a 0 values, and thus in quicker transition into the nonlinear regime and wave-breaking. This inhibited self-modulation to grow, shortening the length of the front part. In that nonlinear regime, the higher perturbations to the local index of refraction aggravated the hosing-like instability, which reached further into the back of the laser, as can be seen in Fig. 2b . Fig. 3a -Fig. 3c show the spectra of the lasers after they left the plasma, in the case of the simulation of Section III (black), of the one without ionization (orange) and with the fixed ion background distribution (green). Those figures contain the separate Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) for three portions of the lasers transverse electric fields along the propagation axis. All spectra were normalized to the peak amplitude, so we can only compare their position and relative amplitude. The self-modulation signatures, i.e. peaks near Stokes and/or anti-Stokes regions, are evident and similar for the lasers in the simulations with ionization and mobile ions and the simulation with the fixed ion distribution. In the central region, Fig. 3b , the peaks between the fundamental wavenumber, k 0 and the Sokes peak, k 0 − k p , are clearer for the simulation without mobile ions (where hosing-like instability was more assymetric). The simulation with a preionized plasma (orange) led to no clear self-modulation in the front part, Fig. 3a , but clearer peaks in the central region than the simulation with ionization and mobile ions. In the back part, the lasers were guided. Their spectra therefore include less perturbations to the original wavenumber, except in the case where ions did not move to form the channel.
The other two additional simulations were done with focal positions moved to 1 mm before the plasma starting position, z = 0.15 cm, and 1 mm after the plasma start, z = 0.35 cm. When the laser was focused 1 mm before the plasma, Fig. 2c , it was already diffracting when it reached the plasma density plateau. If that laser propagated in vacuum, the peak power in the middle of the density up-ramp would have been 0.82 GW (below P c ). For that reason the laser did not selffocus. The low a 0 and more curved wavefronts 1 of that laser led to excitation of three transversely distributed linear waves, instead of just one along the propagation axis. In the central part of the laser, the hosing-like instability was less evident. There were no clear channels formed on both the plasma electron or ion densities. As the laser started to exit the plasma, the three waves led to the formation of filaments, in the back part of the laser. Most of the laser power vanished by the end of the simulation. Fig. 3d -Fig. 3f show the spectra for the simulation of Section III (black), with simulations of focal positions 1mm before (blue) and 1mm after (red) the plasma starting position. Although the laser that was focused before the plasma vanished, because the spectra were normalized, its peaks appear stronger.
When the laser was focused 1 mm after the plasma starting position, Fig. 2d , its envelope was still focusing when it reached the middle of the plasma up-ramp. Its power, if it propagated in vacuum, at that position would be 38 GW (below P c ). However, as the laser front part started to interact with the plasma, its envelope continued to focus until close to its focal position, z ≈ 0.325 cm. And although selffocusing was not as strong, the laser's front part initiated self-modulation and the back of the laser still self-channelled through the plasma. For this reason, the black and red curves in Fig. 3d and Fig. 3f show similar self-modulation signatures. In this scenario, the hosing-like instability took place sooner in time and was stronger and more asymmetric than in the simulation of Section III, as can be seen from the results in Fig. 2d as opposed to Fig. 1d. Fig. 3e shows clearer peaks, for the simulation where the laser was focused 1mm after the plasma, between k 0 and k p . This is a strong indication that hosing-like instability is associated with side-bands at k s , with
V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
Numerical simulations, based on recent ATF AE71 experimental setup, suggest that the central portion of a 4 ps long, 300 GW CO 2 laser undergoes a transversely unstable motion when it propagates in a hydrogen plasma. After the initial interaction, in which the laser ionizes the plasma and is self-modulated, highly nonlinear fields are reached leading to wave-breaking and generation of irregular, asymmetric, unstable plasma bubbles. The coupled process between the laser fields and those bubbles, through the index of refraction, resembles the hosing instability that a particle beam experiences in a plasma wakefield accelerator. The instability prevents the core of laser from efficient using its power.
The laser self-modulation process is seeded when the laser travels through a neutral gas and ionizes it. However, when the plasma is pre-ionized or its ions are infinitely heavy, the hosing-like phenomena, which is triggered by the irregular bubbles, is more asymmetric. Following the hosing-like instability, the near-hollow channel guides the back portion of the laser that does not depend on ionization.
Additionally, the laser-plasma interactions depend on the focal position of the laser, in respect to the plasma. When the laser is focused before the plasma, it does not undergo selffocusing, self-modulation nor hosing-like instabilities. However, it generates transverse wakes that originate irregular filaments in the plasma ion density. When the laser is focused further into the plasma, self-focusing is not as strong, but the hosing-like instability grows faster and propagates more into the back of the laser.
The laser-plasma interactions result in three distinct regions: close to the front of the laser, the laser undergoes self-focusing and self-modulation; the central portion of the laser undergoes the hosing-like phenomena; and laser back undergoes selfchanneling. Based on the obtained results, analyzing the front part will allow us to identify the main triggers of the hosinglike instability, in a wide range of realistic laser and plasma scenarios. Since the simulations accurately modelling the whole laser pulse are heavy and time expensive, our future studies will focus on that front part.
